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About This Game

Far below the noisy metropolis of St. Armando, Bwana follows in the footsteps of his lost father together with Kito and Lina. In
their search for the mysterious Underland, they discover a dark conspiracy shrouding the fate of Captain Kaonandodo.

In the second chapter, the plot thickens as our heroes plunge down into the mist below the Edge and wind up in the foggy and
treacherous town of Port Artue where they find themselves cornered by pirates and on the run from the law.

The Journey Down is a classic point-and-click saga with an Afro-Caribbean vibe.

Features

* A twisting tale of intriguing adventure
* Tons of handpainted environments

* An all original jazzy reggae soundtrack
* A fully voiced cast

* HD art and animations
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THIS GAME IS SO GOOD. Really great storytelling, everything you do has an impact. GET IT. Fun game but when you restart
each level having to speed up and waiting 10 seconds to begin the level every single time serves no purpose and just keeps you
from actually playing the level. Same with the huge bar showing the name of the level each time. If it's really that important to
know the level the name and number could be shown when you pause.. This game is incredible. The puzzles are difficult and
surreal but still make perfect sense. The atmosphere manages to be as dark and eerie as the rest of the series. And the story
wraps up almost the whole series perfectly. it's also longer than other games in the series, with more content than any of the
others. This is my favourite game in the series and that's saying something.. Mechanics are simple and intuitive, while still being
varied enough to stay fresh from run to run. I've spent probably over 200 hours on this game series, and at $5 this is an amazing
buy, even without the additional content that's being released throughout early access.. This game is... Meh.
Art and combat are nice but the pace is kind slow.
The story does not thrill... It's more or less I guess.
It is not a bad game but I wouldn't buy it unless on a (good) sale.. Trust me don't bother... Do NOT buy this game at full price.

Well if you read the first sentance you might think this game is awful,well it isnt.The biggest problem this game has is thats for
the majority easy or casual puzzler so if you exspect a challenge you will find only a half a dozen brainteasers.
This game could do so much more with the ideas and mechanics and thats the main problem.
Wonderful art style and very relaxing music.
For me this games pricetag is way to high when you take that the game offers little challenge.
. the game is not stable enough to play on low end pc,it's still early access and i have to accept that.good game tbh. i hope u fix
the bug,glitch,and crashes on this game and update them in the near future so that people can play it smooth and easy
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My biggest gripe with Pixel Puzzle Mosaics has to be that there's no option to fix a tile in place if you place it in the correct
place. You're constantly forced to use the Preview and Highlight options to check, double-check, and with some of the more
complex images with larger tile count pieces, even triple-check to see if you've placed a tile in its correct place.

As much as I am a fan of the Pixel Puzzles franchise, I honestly cannot recommend Mosaics, even at a heavy discount. There's a
good idea in this game - assembling pictures via tile-swapping in lieu of jigsaw pieces - but it's not executed as well as I had
hoped.. The game is addicting.. Very fun game. Be prepared for lots of reading. The combat got tedious towards the end, and
the character customization kind of took a downward turn in the last 7 or so hours. The itemization was pretty bad towards the
end, with only slight differences in %'s on gear. Kind of disappointing. Overall though, very cool story and a fun play.. The title
of the app is "Planned Parenthood" and it sounds and looks like a propaganda piece, indeed. It depicts women in a misogynist
way: The actors are bad, don't show much respect for the situation and act as if they lack empathy and reason. It would be
comical if it weren't tragic.. It is an okay game if you like walking simulators and puzzles. Not a whole lot of fun though. I can't
recommend it however because I have clipped through objects and fallen off the map 3 times already. And with autosaves, you
lose your progress. Maybe if you can get it at 90 percent off it would be okay.
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